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1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to highlight how researchers utilize novel methods to identify the sociotechnical needs of people outside of clinical environments as they navigate the tensions of managing their health and life. Medical informatics researchers have noted the importance of blending human computer interaction methods with medical informatics research to ensure that people can proactively participate to their personal health management that often happens outside of clinical environments [1-3]. By default, we typically design and build systems for ourselves, which leads to one-size-fits-some systems and a high abandonment rate [4-6]. A recent computing research visioning report on smart and pervasive health challenged researchers and funders to be committed to engaging with diverse stakeholders – especially those at risk of health disparities – to improve the generalizability of their research [7]. Thus, researchers and practitioners should develop a rich understanding of diverse stakeholders’ needs before designing, developing, and deploying a system to address a given health issue.

We summarize current literature that explores novel methods on how needs are identified. The papers selected go beyond traditional user-centered design methods - such as in-person observations, interviews, and inspection methods (e.g., [8, 9]) - to show how researchers in different fields utilize new methods to give voice to underserved and sometimes stigmatized groups. The selected studies illustrate how researchers explore a target population’s needs by analyzing: (1) how users utilize commodity technology and (2) how users engage as design team members.

2 Methods

The studies were selected by searching PubMed/Medline, Google Scholar, ACM, and IEEE search engines for research published in the last three years where researchers reported on novel user need assessment and design methods to explore lay population needs outside of clinical environments. We chose an exploratory, selective approach, instead of a comprehensive systematic review because researchers in the different fields classify their publications quite differently. For example in health informatics, researchers who work with people who manage their personal health utilize keywords such as “patient” or “consumer” [10]. However, researchers in human computer interaction rarely utilize these terms – instead they utilize keywords that note the action (e.g., self tracking, photo sharing, blogging), design method (e.g., participatory design, mixed methods), target population (e.g., family, HIV, eating disorder, children, chronic illness), or technology (e.g., social media, online health communities, Twitter). In addition, we respected each field’s publication culture in terms of what articles to review. For example, in computing-oriented human computer interaction disciplines, conference publications are highly regarded and full papers are submitted for peer review [11]. To this end, we reviewed top-tier conferences (<25% acceptance rate) in the last three years that have established program committee subcommittees for health-related papers and reviewed each full paper title for health-oriented topics (e.g., target population), then reviewed the abstracts of health-oriented papers based on those titles identified, and all the abstracts in health-related conference sessions to identify papers that dealt with identifying user needs.
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3 Results

Sociotechnical researchers develop an understanding of people’s needs through observations and contact with target populations. In some cases, co-located methods (where researchers and participants are physically present together) are not possible because of access, mobility, physical, social, political, and economic constraints. In addition, researchers may not be in a location with access to the target population – for example when a research team with limited resources needs to accommodate the perspective of people with rare diseases in a health system design, since only 10% of the world’s population has a rare disease, the research team must utilize alternative methods to gain their perspective [12]. We found that sociotechnical researchers are overcoming these barriers to gain a deeper sense of people’s needs by studying how people currently appropriate social media to discuss their health. Conversely, a research team may have access to the target population (e.g., underserved communities), but because of some challenges (e.g., power differential, especially in cases where researchers are perceived as the experts and participants defer to the researchers’ ideas when participants are experts in their own experience; as well as past negative experiences), researchers want to empower and democratize the design process. In these cases, we found a burgeoning group of researchers engaging target users in participatory or co-design methods.

3.1 Appropriating Mainstream Technology

When technology does not meet one’s needs, people typically abandon it [4] - especially in assistive technology [5, 6] - and they re-appropriate technology that works for them to address their health needs [5]. More recently, we have seen people appropriate mainstream technology to amplify their voice [13-16], share their experiences, and find a community [13, 14, 17, 18], but not always in the best interest of their health [15]. We acknowledge that there has been much research on social media related to health [19-21], however we focus here on qualitative analysis of social media that informs researchers about a target population’s lived experience, rather than predicting future implications.

A positive example of utilizing mainstream technology to inform the design of personal health systems is highlighted by Lazar et al. [13] who qualitatively analyzed 189 older adult bloggers making 219,654 posts over a 12-year time period to show how ageism plays in their everyday lives and their interactions with the world. The authors draw on the discourse of an online collective action among older adults as a way of understanding what ageism means for design. The results remind researchers that underrepresented groups in sociotechnical system design, such as older adults, have valuable, creative insights that should be taken into account in the design process so future technologies are not constrained by the design team’s possible misconceptions (e.g., medication management [22, 23]). Another positive example from Liu et al. investigated how 36 people with chronic illnesses, such as HIV, cancer, or diabetes, utilized YouTube videos as a way to share information on their illness (e.g., medication regimes) and to share their personal experiences (e.g., emotions surrounding diagnoses) [24]. They found that people used YouTube commenting features to receive and provide social support to others who may be going through similar experiences [25]. This research builds on the rich medical informatics literature [26-28], investigating how people build community through online health forums by surfacing community building in a new, unstructured, public medium. These methods relying on mainstream technologies appear to be promising as a means to explore complex needs of target users through their lived experience.

But results can be mixed as to the value of this type of technology to gather users’ needs. A neutral example is from Andalibi et al. who analyzed 788 images posted on Instagram over one month and 1,949 comments associated with 444 posts related to depression. They found that Instagram users, as opposed to users’ behavior on other social media, disclosed stigmatizing, negative experiences and found support in doing so [14]. They identified possibly negative consequences because they found that some Instagram users thought that their accounts were “secret” even though they were publicly viewable and people sometimes posted images of themselves; thus, they were only secret in that Instagram users may not have actively let others know they had this Instagram account. This research is a reminder that people may present themselves differently on various social media platforms. It is also a reminder to explore target users’ mental models of how the technology platform functions to mitigate any unintended consequences of their participation.

Finally, an example of appropriating technology for a negative health impact is from Pater et al. [15] who presented a qualitative analysis of 575 social media posts (e.g., Twitter, Instagram, and Tumblr) over 12 days to investigate how people use the different platforms to build a community and communicate about eating disorders. They identified how user communities avoided automated censorship to “hide in plain sight” by changing hashtags so that they could continue sharing their motivating or negative health impact messaging. We highlight this research to contrast it with the other studies highlighted here and with some of the more qualitative social media medical informatics literature that note the positive effects of community building from sharing information on social media [19]. We encourage sociotechnical researchers to consider how social media may facilitate building communities that promote negative health behaviors which could impact further intervention or application design.

In addition to qualitatively analyzing the data that users generate on social media, researchers have also investigated ways to engage target populations on social media via carefully scaffold interactions to better...
understand one’s needs, similar to an online focus group. MacLeod et al. developed the Asynchronous Remote Communities (ARC) method that builds on remote needs assessment methods, which has included instant messaging [29], email [30], phone [30], and video [31] interviewing methods. They qualitatively investigated the needs of people with rare diseases by engaging 11 participants in a 22-week study on a private Facebook group [12, 16, 17]. The researchers found that online communities provided invaluable support, but participants needed more tangible support. Prabhakar et al. utilized ARC to understand the needs of 10 first-time pregnant women, 20 pregnant mothers with children, and 18 new mothers via a secret Facebook group [18, 32]. They found that pregnant women and new mothers considered their partner as the primary source of support, however their instrumental support needs and the people they turned to for assistance changed after they had their baby, thus other forms of social connectedness were needed [32]. Similar to qualitatively analyzing social media, ARC provided researchers with the ability to better understand underrepresented groups of people who are not geographically co-located (e.g., people with rare diseases) or have time and personal constraints (e.g., women with infants). However, unlike other social media research methods, in ARC-based studies, researchers can guide the conversation and participants are aware that they are part of a study (which could influence their behavior).

3.2 Engaging Stakeholders in the Design Process of Health Systems

We also explored how sociotechnical researchers in health have engaged target populations as partners in the design process of health systems and apps. Although participatory design has been around in various forms (e.g., co-design, action research) since the 1970s [33], the human-computer interaction community started utilizing it to design computing systems with people in the 1990s [34], and medical informatics was introduced to participatory design practices to design clinical systems in 2000 [35]. In human computer interaction, researchers have used participatory design methods in health domains to design systems within [36] and outside the clinical environment, whereas medical informatics is beginning to utilize methods in clinical settings [37]. Here we highlight how sociotechnical researchers utilize participatory design methodologies to better understand lay populations outside of clinical settings.

The participatory design process to create TreatYoSelf, a mobile app that can help young people with HIV adhere to their medication regime, is notable because the design team included a patient, a clinician, and a designer who facilitated three design workshops with a total of 13 young people with HIV to ultimately design a minimal gamified system that engendered community through motivational, nonjudgmental, and “corny” messaging [38]. This research provides insights into how participatory design could make intervention messaging and the resulting application more relatable depending on the specific population a research group is working with.

Pina et al. [39] explored family-based tracking for relatively healthy families and families with a child suffering from a chronic condition by interviewing 24 families and conducting participatory design sessions with children. Overall, they found tracking needs to accommodate the ability of one to track for himself/herself and others, while also providing support to limit what others see to protect one’s privacy. Similar to TreatYoSelf, privacy was linked to judgment and participants did not want to be judged for their occasional indulgences, which could be construed as non-adherence. In this case, participatory design provides insight into the complexity of people’s lives, starting with the understanding that sociotechnical communities’ current practices of design for managing one person’s health are not realistic in a family setting and that adherence must be balanced with an individual’s goals at that moment.

One approach to participatory design is described by Barry et al. [40] who used phronesis to design a mobile application where new mothers can log their current psychological mental health status. The concept of phronesis comes from Aristotelian virtue ethics. It describes wisdom and judgment garnered from practical experience of specific situations in context. In applying phronesis, design team participants which included everyone from mothers to healthcare professionals, and to researchers, acknowledge their contextual experiences and thereby also note their subjective value systems. Once the design team shares their knowledge and value systems, they can collectively identify how values should be prioritized in the design and functionality of the application. We highlight this article because a common struggle in participatory design research is balancing the goal of full participant engagement in the design process while mitigating power differentials, especially in disempowered or underserved communities [33, 41]. Thus, this research provides a methodical way of sharing values, goals, and expertise to make a more cohesive design team.

4 Discussion

In this selective review, we summarized novel techniques that sociotechnical researchers utilize to understand the needs of people outside clinical environments, from passive, qualitative analysis of social media interactions, to directed methods that engage people via social media, to co-located, collaborative methods that expose the complexity and context of people’s experiences. We focus on these novel methods to encourage researchers to broaden their knowledge of how data is collected from target populations. However, we also acknowledge that more research must be done to explore the limitations of these methods and understand how successful they may be in informing the design of sociotechnical systems. We see a space for comparative studies to explore results yielded from ethnographic observations versus user-centered techniques (e.g., interviews and design workshops), versus qualitative social media analysis. Likewise, we have not explored the differences that user-centered versus participatory design methods yield in the design and deployment of a sociotechnical system. When considering people’s lack of long term use in sociotechnical systems to manage one’s health [4], we believe this
would be a fruitful area of research to see if claims of increased uptake result from one’s participation in the system design [41, 42]. A critique of sociotechnical researchers’ work to identify the needs of underserved communities is that they investigate fringe groups. However, given the lack of diversity on technology development teams [40] and documented racial bias in the computing industry [43, 44], we set the stage to unintentionally or intentionally leave them out, or worse, design systems that are biased against them. Indeed, a 2017 Computing Community Consortium workshop report on smart and pervasive health noted the pressing needs to address underrepresented groups that are adversely impacted by health disparities [7].

Health-oriented sociotechnical researchers have the potential to work together, such as at the Workshop on Interactive Systems in Healthcare (WISH) [45], to design, build, and deploy systems that iteratively check on their biases, dismantle them, and evaluate the success of methodologies that lead to more inclusive system design. To do this, we need researchers to continue seeking opportunities to work together, share research findings, and improve each other’s work.

Despite much of the research summarized here utilizing sharing mechanisms, either within a family [39] or broadly within a private social media group [17, 18], few studies discussed the implications of privacy and possible concerns with sharing data [14, 15]. Although we acknowledge that the sociotechnical research community has discussed the possible implications of sharing data, especially with employee wellness programs and possible insurance program penalties [46], a challenge to future health-oriented human computer interaction research would be to evaluate privacy concerns and their implications. Given that health data privacy is highly sensitive and can prompt emotional and stigmatizing feelings, we recommend that researchers consider unintended consequences [19] and report on these in their publications. In addition, we encourage the community to consider that concerns about privacy could bias answers related to privacy, and that researchers should be aware of work that reported on an indirect mechanism for evaluating privacy [47].

5 Conclusion

We need to consider the complex and messy context of people’s lives to design appropriate sociotechnical interventions. Sociotechnical researchers have a long history of utilizing co-located ethnographic methods and co-located and remote user-centered methodologies to identify user needs. However, with new social media platforms and the need to build systems for more diverse populations, we need to consider novel methods to ensure that context is taken into account in the research design and analysis. In this paper, we summarize novel ways researchers have explored the context of target populations via social media and how they engaged populations as part of the design team. We encourage the community to investigate the strengths and limitations of these methods with comparative studies while considering the unintended consequences of sharing data with these methods.
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